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ABSTRACT 
This report is to elaborate in detail the project title proposed for the Final Year Project for 
Business Information System program in Universiti Teknologi Petronas. The topic of 
this project is Textbook Tracking System for Students in Malaysia. The textbook tracking 
works as a system that informs the users about the availabilities of textbooks around the 
country. The system is convenient in order to track that the demands of every zones in 
Malaysia is fulfilled. 
This report will start with the introduction of the project, which consist of the problem 
statement and also objectives and scope of study. Then, the literature review part comes 
next. The literature review will present the in-depth research part of this report. Later, the 
methodology used for this project is discussed. After that, the report will discuss the 
results and findings for the analysis phase of the project. Lastly, a conclusion of this 
report will be presented. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background of study 
Textbooks are the essential learning tool for students in schools all around the 
world. Syllabus for teaching is referred to the textbook. Therefore, it is vital 
for the supply of the textbooks to be sufficient all year round for the public. 
Therefore, this project focuses on tracking text books availability all around 
the country. The idea of this project is to solve the problem that is faced by the 
Ministry of Education when it comes to supplying textbooks all around the 
country. The insufficient supply of textbooks around the nation arises 
especially before a new school year starts. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
For the schools in Malaysia, textbooks are distributed into 4 zones for the 
country. This means that every zone will utilize different textbooks. The 
textbooks range from Standard 1 to Standard 6 for Primary School students 
and Form 1 to Form 5 for Secondary School students. However, their 
syllabuses are still standard according to the guidelines given by the Ministry 
of Education. 
The Education Ministry of Malaysia faces a challenge of knowing the 
consistency of textbook distributions around the country. This problem occurs 
when school reopens because this is the time when text book demands are 
high. The supply to each region in the country differs. The supply to each 
region is determined according to the volume of school students in the region. 
However, the forecast amount does not meet the actual demand. This is when 
the problem arises because the students needs the textbooks as soon as 
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possible to start their learning process in school but the supply to the region is 
insufficient. As a result, Education Ministry gets complains from parents that 
certain textbooks are not available in their district. Even as complains were 
lodged, it takes quite a while for textbook supplies to arrive at each destination 
due to communication constraints and also procedures to follow since it is still 
handled the conventional way that requires a certain amount of time. 
Besides that, the Ministry has not much alternatives to inform the parents 
about the location of text book availabilities in their nearest district. 
Therefore, the Ministry resorts to inform the parents by word or other medias 
such as newspapers and radios. 
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study 
In the era of technology these days, knowledge has to be available at the end 
of our fingertips. Therefore, the implementation of this textbook tracking 
system will utilize the technology that we have the privilege to use in order to 
fulfill our needs. 
The creation of the textbook tracking system is to solve the biggest constraint 
that is faced by the Text Book Division of the Education Ministry of 
Malaysia. The textbook tracking system will be able to tell the users which 
bookstore in their respective division has the book that they want. This will be 
useful for the users and will be beneficial for the Education Ministry because 
it will reflect their integrity as a Ministry. Nevertheless, this system will be a 
response to all the complaints that the Ministry is getting regarding text books 
availabilities in their respective zones. 
As for the scope of study for the Textbook Tracking System, it will cover the 
textbook availability for secondary schools for all the 4 zones in Malaysia. 
These textbooks will also be divided according to each level and also subjects. 
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This involves publishers and also the cooperation from the Ministry of 
Education. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
First and foremost, there is no existing Textbook Tracking System for the country 
available on the internet when this paper is written. However, there are several 
other types of textbook tracking systems that tracks textbook similarly to a library 
system. 
These systems utilize bar codes to mark each textbook and later read a bar code 
reader. The information embedded with the bar code would be the book title, year 
book published, author and etcetera. This information later would be linked 
within the database to the information of the person who rents the book. That is 
how the textbook tracking system works which is available on the internet now. 
These services are available on the internet. There are even source codes for such 
programs such as from [JJ. 
In the United States of America, textbooks are provided by the government for the 
usage of school students. Therefore, students need not to purchase textbooks. 
Therefore, the textbooks that are used by the students needs to be tracked for 
inventory purposes. Besides that, the target of the system is also to ensure that 
every student owns a textbook. 
"Currently the Department and most SC school districts have no way 
to verify that every student has a textbook. The textbook 
management system after fully implemented in a district will enable 
any user to instantly determine this important information." 
The system implemented for this tracking system is very similar to a library 
system. Books are tagged and the bar codes are entered into the system. 
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Whenever the books are taken out or brought back in, the bar code on the books 
are read. 
However, the journal written by Davidson, G.; Symons, S. entitled Development 
of a Generic Multi-Sensor Tracking System for Agile Radars[4J talks about the 
similar type of tracking system that the project is about. 
"The paper details the recent development of a generic tracking 
system within the Maritime Weapon Systems Integration team at 
QinetiQ Portsdown West. The tracker has been used to process 
multiple colocated radars, remote airborne radars and simulated 
plots. It has also been integrated with an open loop tracking 
simulation using a high quality radar simulator." 
The article talks about the importance of the tracking system and how it 
affects the Maritime Weapon System. The journal elaborates on how 
tracking systems has an impact on an organization or society. 
As for the textbook supply problem that the nation has to face time after time, it is 
in the concern of the Textbook division of MOE. This can be seen as complaints 
that have been addressed to the newspaper media is published on their website [SJ. 
This article mentions that the members of the public is concerned that the school 
term has started for over three weeks and yet some supplies for certain textbooks 
are still unavailable, 
"Although the school term has already entered its third week, it has 
been reported that many primary and secondary students around 
Kuala Lumpur and Selangor do not have textbooks for certain 
subjects such as Mathematics, Science and English. 
Secondary school books, including History and Islamic Studies, 
have apparently also been affected." 
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Besides that, the members of the public also demands that Ministry of Education 
to solve the problem and also provide updates for the member of the public 
concerning the insufficient textbook supplies. 
"In the present situation, we call on the Education Ministry to issue 
press notices to update parents on the status of textbook supply, 
and when the problem can be resolved." 
However, there is an existing service that provides textbook tracking system 
creation over the internet [61 . This website provides a service to track textbooks 
within the district acquired or outside the region, according to the needs of the 
client. Therefore, some information from this website can be used as a reference 
for this project. 
"Textbook Tracking provides the ability to track every textbook 
within the district. Once a textbook identification number has been 
created, all the information about the book can be tracked, including 
who has been assigned to the book, the book's condition and the 









3.1 Phase 1: Planning 
In this phase, the planning for the flow of the project in order this project to 
kick -off in sequence and smoothly. This involves a lot of conununication with 
the Ministry of Education and the supervisor for this project. This includes the 
project objectives planning, goal setting and etcetera. The permission to 
validate this project is also sought from the Ministry of Education at this 
phase. 
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3.2 Phase 2: Analysis 
In this phase, the study part of the project is done. This involves conducting 
interview and also a workshop was done in order to obtain feedback from 
Ministry of Education and also the potential users. Besides that, the 
requirement for the project is also obtained through the questionnaires and 
also the interviews. A research on which software and hardware requirements 
are also done in this phase. 
3.3 Phase 3: Design 
The design and the functionalities of the system are determined at this stage. 
This involves the generation of the use-case diagrams, data flow diagrams, 
and system architecture designs. These elements are done carefully in order to 
ensure the flow of the system is generated correctly. 
3.4 Phase 4: Implementation 
The project initialization is done in this phase of the project. The software that 
is determined earlier will be utilized and manipulated in this phase of the 
project. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the system is constructed, the 
database is built and the functions are connected to each other. 
3.5 Software 
The software that is used for this system is Macromedia Dreamweaver. This 
software is utilized as the main software because it supports web 
programming and also because this software was taught in Internet 
Progrannning course in the university. As for the database for the project, the 
Apache Server is selected. The application of MySQL database will be 
applied. This is due to the fact that the database is easier to utilize and also 
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easier accessibility. Besides that, the database is efficient due to the large size 
of the database that will be needed. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
4 RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
4.1 Findings 
An interview was conducted in order to understand the constraints faced by 
the Ministry of Education. Since this project focuses on textbooks issues, the 
Textbook Division of Ministry of Education was contacted for the research to 
be done. 
Firstly, an interview was conducted with the Higher Management level of the 
Textbook Division. During the interview, a few findings were observed. This 
problem is handled by the Planning and Research Department in the division. 
The department is responsible for handling the supply of textbooks around the 
country. 
This problem arises normally before a new school year starts. This is due to 
demand of textbooks are high. The Ministry normally estimates the number of 
books that needs to be allocated to each state. However, sometimes the 
forecasted number of books needed is not accurate and the demand gets high. 
A few parents were interviewed as well in order to get feedback. The parents 
mentioned that insufficient textbooks supply is always an issue before a new 
school year starts. This is caused by the high demand of textbooks at the time. 
The parents also complaints that the new batch of books normally takes quit a 
long time to arrive at their respective bookstores. Sometimes the school 
session has already started and yet the textbooks are still not available. This 
would be setback for the students as learning has become difficult as their 
essential tool is unavailable. 
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4.2 Data Gathering and Analysis 
Besides the interviews, a questionnaire has been provided to the members of 
the Textbook Division of Ministry of Education and also parents. The 
objective of this questionnaire is to acquire information from the people about 
the upcoming system. 
The questionnaire is divided into 2 sections, which consists of a Yes and No 
questions and also ranking questions. The questionnaire is also aimed to get 
the functionality of the system and also how important it is to the community. 
The total feedback gathered was from 34 individuals who are the members of 
the Textbook Division of Ministry of Education and also members of public. 
The questionnaire consists of 18 simple questions. 
After all the questionnaires are answered and filled accordingly, the data are 
entered into a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel to calculate the results. The 
results as for Section A are: 
,------------------------------------------, 









3 4 5 6 
Question Number 
Figure 1: Percentage for Section A 
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From the questionnaires, 100% of the people are familiar with the internet. 
This indicates that the parties involved are very familiar to the internet 
technology. Besides that, from the questionnaire it is found that the internet is 
utilized at least once a week. This is to indicate the frequency of the internet is 
above average. This also shows the computer literacy of the people. This 
indicates that most of the respondents are computer literate. With this said, it 
reflects that the technology will be recognized right away and would be easier 
to be identified. 
A percentage of 97.1% of the people agrees that the textbook tracking system 
is needed for the community. However, only a 91.2% people agree that this 
system will be convenient for the students and parents, as a medium of 
communication between the community and Ministry of Education. Even 
though the percentage is not a perfect 100% for both these questions, it is still 
a percentage that is more than 90%, which is relatively high. Therefore, this 
reflects that the respondents agree that the system is needed by the community 
and the system will be a medium of communication between the students and 
parents. 
Most of the respondents agree that if the system is up and ready on the 
internet, they would definitely consider using the system to check out the 
availability prior heading to the bookstore. This is indicated by a 100% 
percentage. However, only 88.2% people agree that the system is able to solve 
the problem of insufficient textbook supplies before the new school year 
starts. This also can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 2: Chart of Findings for Section A. 
Average Results for Section B 
4
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Question 
Figure 2: Chart of Responses for Section B 
Figure 3 shows the findings for Section B of the questionnaire. There are 12 
questions for this section. These questions are ranking questions that the users 
have to answer questions from a scale 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly 
agree) according to their opinions. 
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As for the first question, it asks about the functionality of the system. On an 
average of 4.3 out of 5 points, the respondents agree that the system has to be 
divided according to zones and states. This can be included as a high 
agreement that this can be included as a functionality of the system. 
As for the second question, the survey asks whether the system needs to be 
divided according to subjects. The average feedback for this particular 
question is 4.0 out of 5 points which indicate that the people agree that the 
system should be categorized according to states since each state is divided 
according to zones and differs from other zones. This also can be included as 
a high agreement that this can be included as a functionality of the system. 
Question 3 is another question regarding the functionality of the system. This 
question asks the respondents whether the system needs to be divided 
according to primary and secondary schools. The feedback gathered was on an 
average of 4.2 out of 5 which also indicates that the people agree on this 
function. This shows that the respondents want the system to be more specific 
and easier to use. 
Question 4 asks whether they agree that the system should include the prices 
of each textbook. The feedback gathered for this question is on an average 4.1 
out of 5 which indicates that the respondents agree. This indicates that the 
prices of each textbook should be included for the convenience of the users in 
term of budgeting and knowledge. 
Question 5 asks whether the system should include the contact number or 
contact person respectively for each publisher for queries. The feedback 
gathered is 4.2 out of 5 on averages which indicate the people agree for this 
function. This high number of responses shows that the information of the 
publishers are also an important information that the users seek in the system. 
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Question 6 asks about the Look and Feel of the system on the website. The 
feedback gathered for this question is on an average 4.0 out of 5 which 
indicates that the respondents agree that the website should be colorful and 
pleasant. This number of responses indicates that the need of a good look and 
feel design is required for the system for the convenience of the users. 
Question 7 asks about the user-friendliness of the system. The feedback 
gathered for this question is on an average 4.6 out of 5 which indicates that the 
respondents agree that the navigation around the system should be direct and 
user-friendly. This shows that the system has to be user-friendly in order to 
please the users and also to attract a larger number of users for the upcoming 
system. 
Question 8 asks whether there should be an announcement section in the 
website where the Ministry of Education can post their latest update on the 
website. The feedback gathered for this question is on an average 4.3 out of 5 
which indicates that the respondents agree. This shows that the need of an 
announcement section is critical for this system. 
Question 9 asks whether they agree that the system should include a 
Frequently Asked Question (F AQ) page. The feedback gathered for this 
question is on an average 4.2 out of 5 which indicates that the respondents 
agree. This indicates that the FAQ page is also critical for the system. 
Question 10 asks whether they agree that the system should include a 
complaint board where the users can file complain(s) to the Ministry about the 
unavailability of certain textbooks in their area. The feedback gathered for this 
question is on an average 4.2 out of 5 which indicates that the respondents 
agree. This also can be included as a requirement for the system. 
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Question 11 asks whether they agree that the system could be a medium of 
communication between the Ministry and the users when it comes to 
availability of textbooks around the country. The feedback gathered for this 
question is on an average 4.2 out of 5 which indicates that the respondents 
agree. This number of responses indicates that this problem might solve the 
problem of communication between the ministry and the public. 
Question 12 asks whether they agree that the will benefit the users. The 
feedback gathered for this question is on an average 4.4 out of 5 which 
indicates that the respondents agree. This shows that the possibility of this E-
Government website to function to its purpose is on a high possibility. 
4.3 Project Deliverables 
After the process of data gathering and analysis, all the acquired information 
is gathered. However, this information is meaningless to this project unless it 
is converted into knowledge. 
From the questionnaire, the functions of the system are gathered. Firstly, the 
system must be divided according to zones and states. This is rationale 
because each zone and state uses different textbooks which differs publishers. 
Besides that, the textbook tracking system has to be divided according to 
subjects. The textbook tracking system also has to divide according to primary 
and secondary school and according to level. 
Besides that, a complaint board also must be included in the system. This 
complaint board acts as an intermediate between the Ministry and the people 
when it comes to textbook issues. An announcement board also has to be 
included in the system where the Ministry can post the latest update on the 
website. 
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Besides that, the Frequently Asked Question (F AQ) page must also be 
included in the system so that it can assist the users. 
4.4 Use-Case Diagram 
MOE 
Administrator 







Figure 3: Use-Case Diagram 
) User 
The Textbook Tracking System involves 3 players, which are the user, 
publisher and the MOE Administrator. The motion of this diagram starts when 
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the user selects zone, level and subject on the system. Then, the user is able to 
view the availability of the subject that has been updated periodically by the 
MOE Administrator. This update is done with the flow that every time the 
publisher sends a new stock of textbooks to distribute, an Availability Report 
will be sent to MOE. The availability report is then utilized to update the 




Figure 4: Data Flow Diagram 
Start 
UserLogih 
4.5 Data Flow Diagram 
Figure 4 above shows the Data Flow Diagram for the Textbook Tracking System. 
The flow starts when the user login to the system. Then, the user is able to choose to 
either go to the textbook availability, complaint board or the announcement board. 
4.5.1 Textbook Availability 
When the user chooses this route, the user intends to utilize the main function of 
this system. The user has to pick a primary or secondary school, level and 
subject in order to view the availability of the subject. After selecting all that, 
the user is able to view the availability of the required textbook. 
4.5.2 Discussion Board 
This discussion board is for the public to utilize as a dialogue space in the 
website where they are able to give their opinions on issues. This discussion 
board is managed by the web master of the Textbook Division of Ministry of 
Education Malaysia. Besides that, the discussion board can also be a channel for 
the public to lodge complains about textbook availabilities around the country. 
4.5.3 Announcement Board 
This section of the system will be uploaded by the MOE Administrator. This 
section will announce the latest news by the Textbook Division of Ministry of 
Education ofMalaysia. Besides that, updates regarding the complaint board will 
also be included here. 
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4.6 System Architecture Design 
4.6.1 Client Server Tiers 
In this project, the server is responsible for the data and the client, the 
application and presentation. A two-tiered architecture is used because it uses 
two sets of computers, which are client and server. 
Interr;tet. -_ 
Sep;er 
Figure 5: System Architecture Design 
Figure 5 above shows the System architecture of the Textbook Tracking 
System. The client's computer would be the administrator or webmaster for the 
system. The Client would be connected to the server. The database of the 
system would be embedded within the client's computer. The server will be 
connected to the internet. Then, the users of the public could access the web 
page via the internet. 
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4.7 System 
The system was built using Macromedia Dreamweaver software that supports internet 
programming. The database of the system is built using MySQL database and Apache 
server is used to integrate the website to the database of the system. 
4.7.1 Login Page 
The login page of the system holds the description of the website as an 
introduction to the system. The aim of the description is to give the user of the 
system a brief idea of what the system is all about. The login page also displays 
the logo of MOE and Textbook Division in order to show that the system IS 
build under the supervision of the ministry. 
Textbook Tracking System 
Welcome to ~UOI Te1:tbook Tracking System 
Textbook tracking system is a system that 
identifies the availabilities of Prima;y and 
secondary school textbooks around the country. 
This system can be used to inform the users 1n 
each state in Malaysia when stock are sent to 
their zones every time publishers send out th.air 
textbooks to each zone/state. This website is a 
mediun1 of communication between Ministry of 
Education and th€ public when it comes to the 
issue of textbook availability for school 
students.This project is collaboration b"tween 
the Ministry of Education and Uni\ierslti Teknologi 
PETRONAS. 
Figure 6: Login Page 
E;nt"' ·rcur lo;in infcr,,aticn 




At the right side of the login page is the space where the user is able to login in 
order to utilize the system. There are 2 levels of users that are able to login into 
the system, which are: 
• System Administrator 
• Normal User 
4.7.1.1 System Administrator 
The system administrator is the person that is in charge to maintain the 
system. Normally this task is given to the webmaster of the Textbook 
Division of MOE. The main functions of the System Administrator is 
• Update textbook supply database according to state or division 
• Maintain the number of users 
• Ensure the integrity of the database 
• Ensure the security of the system 
• Post armouncements on the system 
• Manage the discussion board of the system 
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File Edit View Favorites Tool5 Help 
/ ! Search ~'\ i=avorites <'8) 
Textbook Trocking Syst~m 
You last logg'i!d-in on 11-13-2007 01t 02;09:21. 
Figure 7: Login History Page 
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Textbook Trocking System 





Figure 8: User Management Administrator Page 
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~ fXl Spac~s ~ l~J 
Textbook Tra.cking System 
Topic:' 
Mesnge :• 
Figure 9: Post Announcement Administrator Page 
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Figure II: Administrator Search Book Page 
Dfscusslcm ' ' logout I 
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T<i?xtbook Trocking System 
i Adm!nO,;t,ation i Post Armo~n~ernent' J Bucks Maintenance 0 ! Sea•ch Book. I : Ann<>ome<!m<!nt i i ~: : logout ! 
E::ok Tltla• Bahasa Malayu Tahun 1 SJK 
Publi•hsr: .tiliE!. 
List of Book Stores 
MPH Bookstores 
ll Address: Johor 
Phone No: 07-12345680 
MPH BOOKSTORES SDN BHD-
Address: Lot 2,01, Level 2, Pelangi LeisUre Mall, No. 
::) 148, Jalan Serampang, Taman Pelangi. 80400 Johor 
Bahru 
Phone No: 07-3352672 
MPH BOOKSTORES SON BHD 
1 Address: UG18, Upper Ground Floor, Jusco Taman 3
• Umversiti Shopping Centre 81300 Skudai, Johor 
Phone No: ()7-521170~ 
Figure 12: Administrator Search Book Result Page 
I 'i 
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Textoook Trocking System 
; Adminfstl'<ltion : Post Announcement i ! Books MalntEnan<:<! 
Lj5t of O!.DDOII0C<"11JfOt 
Topic Mo>ssage 
!A·r;e;:;--batch 0-FSah~aA~--;,t;- Kon;~n-ike~S-i Tingkatall -1 teXtbookS"TQf-KUila 
;New Batch of Bahasa Lumpur has been sent to your local bookstores. Please visit your local 
:Arab KomLin boo!stores to_get the your te~tbook. 
;----




.. New topic 
sUbjeCt 
-"' Why no·Bahasi'l MeloyuTahi.m 1 Textbook in Perak? ';::' 0 ·,· 
l;;' Welcome Users! D 0 X 
@Delete marked postings 
,. Manage postings 
Aui:hor Date 
ad min 2007-11-iS,- iD:~B 
admin 
2 Pc~ting~ in 2 Th11:<!d>, 1 c-egi>tered JJ>_er., 1 users online (1 registerl'!d, G gue5tl:) 0 ~.ss F"ed 0 Thread ;;tarts I Ccntact 
Figure 14: Discussion Board Page 
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B 
Textbook Tvocking System 
You are no\,- logged out~ 
Figure 15: Administrator Logout Page 
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4.7.1.2 Normal Users 
The normal users have limited access to the system. However, the main 
target of the system is the normal users. The normal users consist any 
member of the public that wants to utilize the system in order to buy 
textbooks, either students or parents. The normal users are able to 
• Check textbook availability around the country 
• View the announcement board 
• Participate in the discussion board 
Textbook Troe;king System 
s.,_l,.ot 
~ .. , ... 1' 
~"l";t 
St~t~ : 
nnom>C<m><mt ! OiKU§Sion [ Logout j 
Figure 16: UserSearchBookPage 
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Textbook Tracking System 
! S .. arch Books Anncuncem@nt ' ; Discussion 1 l<lg<lut 
B<:ck Titl"' Bahasa MGiavu Tahun 1 SJK 
Pu~ll•h"" Qru?. 
List of Book Stor=s 
MI1H Bookstores 
1} Address: Johor 
llhone No: 07-12345680 
MI1H BOOKSTORES SON BHti 
Address: Lot 2.01. Le•tel 2 .. Pelangi Leisure Mall, No. 
2) 148. Jalan Serampang, Taman Pelangi, 80400 Johor 
Sahru 
Phone No: 07-3352672 
M11H BOOKSTORES SON BHD 
31 Ad_dre~!'i_: UG18_: Upper Ground Floor, Ju~co Taman 
· Un1vers1t1 Shopp1ng Centre 81300 Skuda1, Johor 
Phone NQo: Q7-5~11704 









Textbook Tracking System 
List of "'nnouncement 
Figure 18: User Announcement Board Page 
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~New topic 
;;; Why no Bahasa Melayu 'f<thun 1 Textbookin Per<tk? P 0 ,,, 
,., Welcome U5ers! P 0 
Options 




ad min 1007-ll-15,- 10:55 
Figure 19: User Discussion Page 
0 fj. Order c: Fcld <hread~ ~ Tb-ead view 
8 
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It~ ~I ,,&-i.mgradeyo~iToolba!Nov,'! "' [;)1·1~il ~ @~lyYslioo! • ~Ba~ll ~ )~ 
- •. _ _2] • 
Textb.ook Trockin~ Sy:,tem 
You an~ nowlogg~(l out! 
(~,;],Here to login again 
Figure 20: User Logout Page 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
As a conclusion, the project is about a system that tracks the availability of Textbooks 
for School Students within Malaysia. This project is collaboration between the Ministry 
of Education and publishers in order to solve the problem of insufficient textbook 
supplies all around the country. This project is aimed to assist the Textbook Division of 
the Education Ministry of Malaysia in order to solve their textbook supply crisis 
nationwide. 
The benefit of this project to the public is to ease the process of purchasing textbooks 
for school pupils. This project is also informational to the public in the sense that 
information about different textbook that are used in other zones are easily extracted 
through this website. Besides that, the website can be used as a discussion board and 
also a channel to lodge complains. 
The project may benefit the Ministry as it acts as a communication media between the 
ministry and the public. This reflects the integrity of the ministry as a government 
body. Besides that, the Ministry is able to monitor the textbook supplies around the 
country when this system is implemented. 
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Textbook Tracking System 
Textbook tracking system is a user oriented system that identifies the 
availabilities of school textbooks around the country. This system can be 
used to inform the parents in each zone in Malaysia when stock are sent 
to their zones every time publishers send out their textbooks to each 
zone. The aim of this project is to use this system as a medium of 
communication between Ministry of Education and the public when it 
comes to the issue of textbook availability for school students. 
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Questionnaire for the Textbook Tracking System. 
Name: ________________________ __ 
1. Are you familiar with the internet? 
(a) Yes. 
(b) No. 
2. How often do you use the internet? 
(a) Everyday 
(b) Once a week 
(c) Once a month 
(d) Only when needed 
(e) I don't use the internet 
3. Do you think that this system is needed? 
(a) Yes. 
(b)No. 
Department: ______________ _ 




5. If the system is ready and running on the internet, would you consider using the 




6. Do you think the textbook tracking system can solve the problem of insufficient 
textbook supplies before new school term starts? 
(a) Yes 
(b)No 
For the following questions, please circle the answer with the range 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 
y:'"F. :•;?"::' :; .• .i > '''·,•·.···\ r.i"iC :•• \'. '· < .. •·••·••·<t •. ·.·.i'J~ .f••····. ·~()J.":l!S ; ) . · ....•••..•••.•. 
1. The textbook tracking system needs to be divided 1 2 3 4 5 
according to zones and states. 
2. The textbook tracking system needs to be divided 1 2 3 4 5 
according to subjects. 
3. The textbook tracking system needs to be divided 1 2 3 4 5 
according to either primary or secondary schools. 
4. The textbook tracking system must include the prices of 1 2 3 4 5 
each textbook. 
5. The textbook tracking system must include a phone l 2 3 4 5 
number to contact respective publishers for queries. 
6. The website must be colorful and pleasant. 1 2 3 4 5 
7. The navigation around the system must be direct and l 2 3 4 5 
also user-friendly. 
8. There must be an announcement section in the website 1 2 3 4 5 
where the Ministry of Education can post the latest 
update on the website. 
9. There must be a page for Frequently Asked Questions 1 2 3 4 5 
(FAQ). 
10. There must be a complaint board where the users can 1 2 3 4 5 
file complaint( s) to Ministry of Education about the 
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unavailability of certain textbooks in their area. 
11. The website can be a medium of communication 1 2 3 4 5 
between Ministry of Education and also the users when 
it comes to availability of textbooks around the country. 
12. This website will benefit the users. 1 2 3 4 5 
Comments: 
Thank you. 
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